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Did some improvisation today. Well- not really, most of what I did has been 

performed for millennia, but I formulated most of it. I completed my first home 

workout, using only my body weight and a bag filled with a stack of my books, 

weighing, if I must estimate, nearly 40 pounds. Regular push-ups, seated push-ups, 

wide push-ups, triceps pushups and lateral raises using my book-filled bag, and 

some planks. The COVID-19 pandemic has, of course, forced every recreational 

facility to shut down, but our dormitory’s gym had actually remained open for quite 

a while, and with the aid of infinite disinfecting wipes and sanitizers I ran the small 

risk for the benefit of being able to access real gym equipment. Alas, the dormitory 

mini gym has shut down its gates as well, and so I was left with no choice but to 

utilize my bodyweight and creativity. I wrote a tweet today regarding the situation 

that I found quite amusing; a joke centered around the “mind-muscle connection” 

arising from using my books as weights. I actually spent most of today in serene 

reflection, with all the time this pandemic has offered me, and thought much of my 

current stage of development in life as well as what I think of myself. The books 

acting as weights actually gave quite a nice representation of where I am at, I’m 

happy to have hit a delicate balance in my life physically, intellectually, mentally, 

and artistically, and this pandemic has given me a chance to further explore these 

outlets. I have been reading extensively, practicing my oud, dedicating time for 

studying (as I did for much of today), and maintaining my physical health quite well. 

I am certain that this pandemic will not cease life, if anything, it may give it the 

momentary pause whose necessity I’ve overlooked. In any case, I’m sure to make 

the best use of this pause that I possibly can.  


